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Presenting today….
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Introducing your Gordon Brothers team 

Nimit Shah

Managing Director, 

Financial Planning & Analysis

e: nshah@gordonbrothers.com

Tobias Nanda

President, 

Brands

e: tnanda@gordonbrothers.com
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Agenda 

1. Gordon Brothers Introduction

a. Brands Capabilities Overview

2. Conversion from OpCo to IpCo

3. Laura Ashley Case Study

a. Background & Transaction

b. Laying Foundation Post Closing

c. Re-Branding, Re-Launch & New Partnerships

4. Sector Outlook 

5. Q & A



Introduction
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VALUATIONS / DISPOSITIONS / OPERATIONS / INVESTMENTS

Who we are…

+118 Rapidyear history

Customised

Guaranteed30+
offices

Monetise IP 

assets through 

debt and equity 

solutions

€800B
of assets

appraised

of available 

capital

€600M

Provide flexible, 

global solutions for 

branded consumer 

companies

Understand assets 

values and 

opportunities

Leader in brand 

valuation and 

monetisation

sector
stores, factories 

and brands

100K
operated over

of appraisals and 

dispositions 

annually

€60B



OUR GORDON BROTHERS STORY

Since  1903, 
Gordon Brothers 

has pioneered the art and 
science of identifying and 

unlocking the value of
all types of assets.

Brands
builds upon this legacy of 

leadership by focusing on 
acquiring, restructuring and 
reviving some of the world’s 

most iconic brands.
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▪ Valuations

▪ Debt

▪ Equity

Brands Capabilities Overview
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Brand Valuations
How We Do It

7

▪ Brand valuations form an integral part of the Brands’ business showcasing our brand 
expertise to senior lenders, management teams and private equity investors

▪ Brand valuations are unique in the market and viewed as the “gold standard” in their 
prudent, analytical approach to valuation

▪ Clients take comfort knowing the Brands team at Gordon Brothers approaches brand 
valuations from the perspective of an active player in the brand investment arena and not 
just a passive valuations firm
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Brand Debt
How We Do It

▪ Our Brands team works with lenders, 

private equity firms, companies and 

sponsors to provide liquidity based on 

the value of a brand

▪ We mostly focus on lending roughly 

50% of the brands Net Order 

Liquidation Value (NOLV)

▪ By leveraging our in-depth 

understanding of brand value, through 

all of Gordon Brothers’ capabilities, we 

can provide additional liquidity to 

borrowers many of our competitors 

can’t

▪ With our best-in-class Valuations team, 

our Brands team can confidently 

underwrite loans centered around 

brand value, which in turn protects our 

capital through worst case scenarios

Case Study: Nicole Miller

Consumer Space: Home Furnishing, Apparel, Beauty

Structure:

• The Brands team provided a term loan against the brand value.

• The loan is secured by a first priority security interest in all

intellectual property/brand of the company and FF&E.

• Loan-to-value (LTV) of the deal was between 40%-50% during 

underwriting.
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Brand Equity
How We Do It

▪ Our deep understanding of brand value and brand extensions through licensing make us 

a global player in the brand management and acquisition sector

▪ We actively look to acquire companies with leading brands we believe we can grow into new 

categories and additional geographic territories

▪ Most of the brands we acquire are at an inflection point in their development, so we can 

invest in them at attractive values while remaining confident in their growth prospects

Investments have included



Conversion from 
OpCo to IpCo



Conversion from OpCo to IpCo
Saving the Brand



Conversion from OpCo to IpCo
Leveraging the Brand



OpCo to IpCo
The Checklist

▪ Do consumers view the brand as a destination 
to find a multitude of other brands or as specific 
products/ product categories? 

▪ If the brand is associated with products, have 
these products been sold in channels other than 
the brands’ own stores or ecommerce website?



OpCo to IpCo
The Checklist

▪ What does this brand mean in the consumer 
market? Enough to generate volume and 
margins which justify a third party to pay 
royalties and potentially guarantee minimum 
royalties and sales over time?

▪ Can this brand live in a world without its own 
retail stores?



OpCo to IpCo
The Checklist

▪ Is this a wholesale brand that can capture 
enough shelf/ rack space at existing retailers?

▪ Can this brand be licensed to strictly 
ecommerce players? Or would it perform 
better with omni-channel licensees?

▪ Find an operating partner that could run retail 
locations and website



OpCo to IpCo
The Checklist

▪ This is vital because it will allow the OpCo to 
oversee the products but not have to invest the 
capital in developing and souring products

▪ What channels will these licensees be selling 
through?



OpCo to IpCo
The Checklist

▪ How can disruption to the supply chain be 
minimized/ mitigated? This requires a deep 
understanding of the timing of the production 
cycle, design, coursing and placement.

▪ What is the quickest and smoothest way you 
can get the business back in the market under 
the licensing model?

▪ The partner needs a defined business strategy 
to launch



OpCo to IpCo
The Checklist

▪ Can you separate the operating company into 
an OpCo and an IpCo?



Significant Market Activity Around Asset-Lite Brand Companies
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Laura Ashley Case Study





Laura Ashley Brand

▪ Retail or Product Brand

▪ Brand set for licencing

▪ Type of licencing partners

▪ Correct licensees

▪ Disruptions 

▪ Ipco / OpCo separation
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Sector Outlook

▪ The effects of COVID-19 and the resulting economic fallout is yet to be fully realised

▪ Changes in consumer shopping habits and spending power will drive companies to continue to 

evolve and seek alternative structures to promote their brands

▪ These disruptions in the marketplace will drive growth of the asset-lite brand model

▪ The move to this structure is one that should be embraced by all stakeholders as it enables 

many valuable brands to survive and thrive in a tumultuous environment

▪ By emphasising flexibility, the asset-lite model benefits companies and consumers alike by 

empowering brands to reach new audiences across multiple categories and geographies
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Stay in Touch

Our next Retail Expert Series video which will take a deeper look at the Laura Ashley 

Case Study will be available soon…stay tuned!

https://www.linkedin.com/company/gordon-brothers/

https://twitter.com/GordonBrothers/

https://www.facebook.com/gordonbrothers/

Follow Gordon Brothers for updates on the latest deals, upcoming events, company 

news and thought leadership. 

https://www.gordonbrothers.co.uk/insights/article/2021/retail-expert-series


Q & A


